The effect of stepwise expansion on the mitotic activity and vascularity of subdermal tissue and induced capsule in the rat.
This study proposes that the mitotic activity and morphology of a subdermal induced capsule in response to a tissue expander can be regulated by the application of stepwise pressure increases in the expander. Tissue expanders were introduced into the fascial plane beneath the panniculus muscle of the rat and expanded in a stepwise fashion. Biopsies were taken at 48, 96, and 144 hours postexpansion at each increased pressure level. The developing capsule exhibited an increase in mitotic activity in its innermost layer, which reached a maximum 96 hours postexpansion. Application of constant pressure beyond 96 hours resulted in a progressive decrease in mitotic activity of the capsule. These observations suggest that cell proliferation and the resulting growth and differentiation of the extracellular matrix of the capsule may be controlled by appropriate pressure changes in the expander.